Company Background

Mike England Timber Company Ltd was established in 1969 by John
and Margery Hardman. The company takes its name from their good
friend and next door neighbour, former Welsh Footballer and Manager
Mike England, who is probably most remembered as being the centrehalf for local team Blackburn Rovers and also Tottenham Hotspur,
during his playing career in the late 1950’s through to the mid 1970’s..

Mike England Timber was established in 1969 and is a privately owned and managed business. It operates from an industrial
site comprising of a sawmill, with warehouses, sheds and separate Offices.
We pride ourselves on being an independent timber supplier, providing high quality standard and bespoke sawn and moulded
timber products.

Delivering the best possible value we aim to be flexible and efficient, with a strong environmental and sustainability ethos.
To ensure this we source our timber stocks from responsible forests, with FSC® and PEFC™ accreditation.
The Company is committed to investing in each department particularly in our Sawmill. Weinig Powermat 500 machines
with Powerlock tooling system are installed which provides the ability to offer a faster and more efficient service with higher
quality finished products.
We offer a comprehensive selection of planed and moulded goods ex stock.
● Unsorted Swedish Redwood

● Cedar, Thermowood for Cladding

● Whitewood PTG / PSE

● Kiln Dried Scant / CLS

● Fifths Swedish Redwood
● Shiplap and Matchings

● Redwood – PAR & Mouldings

● Internal and Fire Check Door Casings

● Graded Carcassing - Treated Battens to BS standard
● Treated Decking and Accessories

● Sheet Material - Plywood, MDF etc.

● Bespoke Machining Facility / Timber Coating Specialist

● SIKKENS Specialist timber coaters
● Nationwide delivery service

● We have a responsible approach to all matters concerning the environment and sustainability of all resources illustrated
by our membership of the TTF, NWTTA, FSC® and PEFC™ Accreditation.

● The company is a member of the British Woodworking Federation and is committed to achieving high levels of customer
satisfaction by working to understand and satisfy their expectations for product quality and service.

● Our quality management system covers the importing, manufacture and distribution of the timber products and this

system sets out procedures for working with customers and for the control of operations. Our quality objectives are to

supply sawn and moulded products which are machined to the highest quality and well presented.

● Our Company complies with the International Quality Standard ISO 9001:2008, including a commitment to the
continuous improvment of the system.
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Keen to create a financially stable environment in which to bring up their growing family,
John and his wife, Margery took Mike’s advice in the formation of the business, aiming
to provide a competitive, quality product and service. It was advice that proved very
profitable as the company’s fortunes progressed steadily over the years as a result of
considerable repeat business generated by its admirable commitment to quality and
service. With turnover growing consistently and employee numbers increasing to match,
Mike England Timber Company Ltd was in a commanding position when John Hardman
sadly died in 1987. With the backing of a loyal team and her immediate family, Margery
continued at the head of affairs and the company continued to flourish. After this long
and challenging period Margery “officially” retired in 1995, but still continues to ”pop-in”
regularly.

The company has maintained a stable position in the market
place. Today, Mike England Timber Co Ltd prides itself in the
supply of the highest quality Redwood from Upper Gulf
Swedish Sawmills, offering a wide range of machined timber
and a bespoke machining service.

The aim for the company, based at Brindle Mill in Hoghton, near Preston is
to consolidate its position within its geographical area whilst developing a
first class national delivery service. Ideally situated at the centre of the North
West’s motorway network of M6/M61 and M65, the company’s long held
policy of not becoming too complacent and moving forward at every
possible opportunity is sure to see many more goals achieved in the future.

Our timber supplies are not only extremely cost effective for the customer,
they are also environmentally sustainable. As approved members of the
Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) and Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification™ (PEFC™), we only source our timber supplies from
sustainable well managed European forests including Sweden, Finland and
Russia. We have a strong environmental ethos and are devoted to
protecting the natural resources. The continual investment in the latest
technology and machinery has supported the enhancement of an extensive
product range and complementary services including shrink wrapping, door
casing production line, priming facility and Sikkens approved timber coating
line. Based on a reputation for providing a quality product and consistent
service, the company has built up a wide-ranging client base.

A key element to the company’s success has to be attributed to its friendly
approach and reliable service provided by a team of dedicated
and experienced staff, many of whom have served the company over
numerous years.

History

Redwood, Pine
(Pinus Sylvestris)

This softwood is also referred to as European Redwood, Scots Pine and Red Deal.

The sapwood is creamy-white to yellow in colour with narrow growth rings, particularly from the more northern regions
becoming wider in the southern regions. The heartwood is a pale yellowish-brown to reddish-brown in colour, resinous and
usually distinct from the sapwood. The growth rings are clearly visible by the later wood.
The timber quality is directly affected by conditions of growth, climate, soil and elevation, to name a few. Due to its wide and
varying distribution these factors also affect the texture, density, size and knot count.

After kiln drying to between 14% & 20% for normal construction and joinery purposes redwood has a density of approximately
510 kg/m³.
Mike England Timber sources all redwood from well managed forests, located within the more northern regions of Europe
having either FSC® or PEFC™ certification.

Whitewood, Spruce
(Picea Abies)

This softwood is also referred to as European Whitewood, Finnish Whitewood,
Scandinavian Whitewood, Russian Whitewood or Norwegian Spruce

Whitewood is straight grained with a smooth and even texture having a colour variation from white to light yellow. The wood
fibre has a medium density with excellent strength properties. Kiln dried between 14% and 20% for general carpentry &
joinery purposes means that sawing and machining is easy as well as gluing, jointing and assembly.

When used in the building and construction industry, whitewood products are typically structural, such as timber studs, joists
and trusses. Other internal uses include flooring, stairs and door linings. Externally whitewood can be used for fascia boards
and cladding. However, it is more commonly used for outdoor building construction, landscaping and fencing.

Mike England Timber sources all whitewood from well managed forests, located within the more northern regions of Europe
having either FSC® or PEFC™ certification.

Generally redwood is sorted into a number of quality grades. It has a medium density, therefore sawing, cutting & machining
is relatively easy. Mike England Timber machining processes convert the imported sawn boards into a variety of finished
products including planed all round (PAR), skirting boards, architraves, decorative mouldings, cladding and flooring.

Unsorted Redwood

Unsorted Whitewood

Fifths Redwood

Sawfalling Whitewood
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Fire Rated Door Casings

Internal Door Casing
Manufactured on-site from the finest quality redwood, sourced from well-managed
sustainable forests, we produce a wide range of standard and non-standard door
casings and linings to suit your every need.

We produce a wide range of standard and non-standard fire door frames and door
casings to suit your every need.

● Internal Door Lining Sets
Door lining sets to suit all types of internal doors are machined to order in widths to match any opening / wall thickness
and supplied with a plant-on-stop.
● Internal Door Casing Sets
Available from stock our range of internal door casing sets are supplied shrink wrapped and manufactured to suit
standard imperial door sizes in a variety of industry standard widths.
Casing sets to suit internal metric doors are machined to order in widths to match any opening / wall thickness.
● Bespoke Casing Sets
In addition we offer a bespoke service able to produce “one-off” special casing sets to suit your individual requirements.

●

● Ex 32mm Internal Door Lining Sets
● Ex 38mm Internal Door Casing Sets
● Bespoke Casing Sets
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Ex 32, 38 & 50mm Fire-check Lining Sets (including Stop Bead)
Ex 50 & 63mm Fire-check Casing Sets
Bespoke Fire-check Casing and Lining sets
Fire-check door lining sets to suit all types of door are machined to order in widths to match any opening / wall
thickness and supplied with a plant-on-stop bead.
Available from stock our range of ½hr Fire-check Door Casing Sets are manufactured from material meeting the
minimum 450kg/m³ density recommendations and supplied shrink wrapped in a variety of industry standard widths.
1hr Fire-check Door Casing Sets are manufactured to order from material meeting the minimum 650kg/m³ density
recommendations.
All of our stock door casing sets are supplied flat packed consisting of two stiles and one head, which require trenching
to the required door width on-site before assembly.
We strongly advise all dimensions of both door and casing are checked prior to purchase and approved FD30/60
Ironmongery must be used with an approved FD30/60 Door.

Softwood Mouldings
Our PAR (Planed All Round) & Mouldings are manufactured from quality redwood,
sourced from well-managed sustainable forests.
Unsorted and Fifths grades are predominately used for products in highly visible applications and are available in a wide
range of thicknesses, widths and lengths. To complement our stock profiles we also offer a bespoke / profile matching
service, just send a drawing or pattern and we’ll do the rest.
Our range of machined whitewood PSE and mouldings produced from Unsorted or Sawfalling grades, include tongue &
groove matchboard, shiplap, loglap and floor boarding in a variety of widths and thicknesses to suit all applications.

Modern production techniques offer precision sized products that work with other materials. By producing a high quality
planed finish, further applications with stains/paints/oils or lacquers is made possible.

Why not take advantage of our priming facility saving time and money on-site, with the application of a single or double coat
of water based primer on all faces.

Hardwood Mouldings
As people look to make their homes more attractive we have seen an increase in
the demand for hardwood skirting boards and architraves.
The most requested timber being American White Oak. The increased use of hardwood flooring and the popularity of Oak
furniture has contributed to the demand for these products.

Although there is a substantial price difference between Oak and Pine, when it comes to transforming a room, this price is
a small proportion of the overall budget.

As well as offering an attractive finish to complement your floor or furniture, Oak is more resilient to everyday knocks and
abrasions.

On a practical level we can machine skirting boards with a 10 x 25mm rebate positioned on the bottom of the reverse side.
Ideal for concealing unsightly low voltage cabling and allowing the board to sit firmly against the wall.

There are many species of hardwoods offering a variety of affects that can be used to match to your chosen colour scheme.
These include Ash, Maple and Beech which are lighter in colour, through to Sapele, Meranti and Walnut for a darker finish.

The application of varnishes, wax oils or matching stains will not only offer protection, but enhance the colour and natural
beauty of the timber.

Mike England Timber offer many more hardwood products such as door casings, floor boards, handrails, internal and external
claddings and a complete bespoke machining service.
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Sapele

European Oak

American White Oak

European Beech

American Ash

Obeche

Cladding

Redwood Thermowood

CETOL® WF 771

Low build, low sheen, transparent primer, mid and final coating in the 1-pot-3 coat system for wooden
decks and other limited and dimensionally stable and nonstable wooden components outside.
● Acrylic-alkyd resin ● Matt ● Brush ● Plank painting machine ● Vacumat ● Dipping ● Flowcoating
● Non-dimensionally and limited dimensionally stable wooden parts.

Thermowood is produced by a complex heat treating process on selected Scandinavian pine which changes the timber
properties from a non-durable timber into a class 2 durability rated BN EN 350 product. The treated timber can be sawn,
machined or trimmed to length in the normal way without the need for retreating. This system enhances the properties of
the timber providing many benefits which include greater stability. The timber darkens to an attractive brown turning to a
silvery grey that weathers over a period of time.
Moisture content 6-8%

Density 510kg/m3, Durability Class 2

Rating, Origin Finland PEFC™ Certified

● Please refer to our website where
you can find care and maintenance
guides for Translucent Finishes
and Translucent coatings

Western Red Cedar (WRC)

We offer cladding in WRC No.2 Clear & Better with PEFC™ Certification. WRC is naturally resistant to decay and insect
attack and has a class 2 durability rating giving a service life of approximately 60 years untreated. If left untreated and
exposed to UV degradation, cedar will bleach to a particularly lustrous silver grey. Other properties include a low shrinkage
factor which minimises any potential warping, twisting and checking making the finished product extremely stable.
WRC offers superior acoustic qualities to assist with noise reduction, its low density and high proportion of air space makes
WRC a natural thermal insulator far superior to other building materials such as brick, concrete and steel. These properties
allow WRC cladded buildings to remain cool in summer and reduce heating costs during the winter.
The cladding can be coated on our dedicated line with a specially formulated clear lacquer which will reduce the silvering
process and greatly increase its ability to repel water. Although this coating is not warranted (most major paint manufactures
will not warrant external cladding) the product has been tried and tested to maintain WRC natural colour for as long as
possible.

Sikkens Factory Approved
Timber Coatings

Savanna

Gold Satin

Ginger

Apricot

Rock

Cream

Sea Green

Urban Blue

Lavender

Mineral Grey

Concrete Grey

Almond

Café Latte

Fine Clay

Ivory

Pure Taupe

Graphite

Sepia

Khaki

Light Tundra

Natural Wool

Raw Mountain

Ochre

Lemon

Royal Red

Petrol Blue

Emerald

Cinnamon

Red Earth

Mystic Purple

Forest Green

Sienna

Mandarin

Ultramarine Blue

Shadow

Tan

Pumpkin

Light Coral

Charcoal

Dark Night

Chestnut

Oyster

Indigo

Rich Saffron

Vanilla

Wengé

Sandstone

Morning Mist

Greige

Green Hill

Straw

Purple

Bamboo

Working closely with and audited annually by Sikkens Industrial Coatings, we have a dedicated team offering advice
and support to ensure product consistency, accurately measure correct film builds and maintain the highest quality
standards.
Our in-house facility comprises the latest sanding, vacuum coating and brush coating machines on the market.
We can supply either an internal or external coating system tailored to suit your requirements, whether a semi-finished
or fully finished & sealed façade providing excellent weather resistance.

RUBBOL® WF 360

Semi matt, opaque primer and final coating, useable in the 1-pot-2 coat system for cladding boards.
● Water soluble ● Pure acrylic ● Semi matt ● Vacumat
● Fields of application: Non-dimensionally and limited dimensionally stable wooden parts.
● Colour shades: White similar to RAL 9016 / Colour shades from the RAL collection, NCS.

CETOL® WF 791

Semi matt, transparent primer and final coating, useable in the 1-pot-2 coat system for cladding boards.
● Water soluble ● Pure acrylic ● Semi matt ● Vacumat
● Fields of application: Non-dimensionally and limited dimensionally stable wooden parts.
● Colour shades: Joinery Colour Classic colour shades and further colour shades upon request

CETOL® WF 792
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Matt, transparent primer and final coating, useable in the 1-pot-2 coat system for cladding boards..
● Water soluble ● Pure acrylic ● Matt ● Vacumat
● Fields of application: Non-dimensionally and limited dimensionally stable wooden parts.
● Colour shades: Joinery Colour Classic colour shades and further colour shades upon request
For information on Care and Maintenance for Translucent Finishes

Please refer to the guide sheets on our website: www.mikeenglandtimber.co.uk

Specialist Machining

Mike England
hits the net with Weinig

Where accuracy and speed is key, our automatic cross cut saw from the Weinig Opticut S Series is able to cross cut multiple
pieces of timber to length in one pass, to a very fine tolerance.

As the Weinig Group is a global leader of solid wood
processing for machinery and systems, Weinig continually
works to address all arising industry issues and offers itself
as a one-stop-solution for its customers, including Mike
England Timber. Weinig UK managing director Malcolm
Cuthbertson said, “In engaging with our customers we are
always application driven, looking at the little details that
make a difference; this is just part of what makes us the
premium supplier for customised solutions in solid wood and
as a benchmark of innovation in the panel sector.”

As a leading manufacturer of door casings and linings Mike England Timber has invested in an automated trenching
machine, with an end stamping facility, designed & built by Italian specialists Friulmac, offering impeccable performance
and a high level of productivity.

In accompaniment with the door-casing production line, our BVM heat-wrapping machine shrink-wraps a thin layer of film
around the product, ensuring more than adequate product protection against marking, dirt and dust, whilst offering excellent
product presentation. This process can be applied to most other timber products where presentation is essential.
In recent years the advancement in woodworking machine technology has seen substantial developments and Mike England
Timber are not being left behind.

Using machinery from the acclaimed Weinig Powermat Series we can produce short or long runs of any profiled timber. To
complement this our dedicated tool-room is capable of manufacturing tooling and cutters to any profile requested.
You provide the pattern and we will do the rest.

● Precision Wood Machining

● Trenching

● Cross Cutting Service

● Timber Texturing

● Profile Matching Service

● Heat Wrapping

Working with Mike England Timber
since 1995, Weinig UK is always there
with the ‘assist’.

The Powermat moulders are supported by Weinig's
Rondamat Series - a selection of tool grinding machines that
integrate custom profile knife grinding with quick set-up. They
are able to handle a variety of materials from high speed
steel, stellite, and carbide. Their product line-up includes tool
grinders that sharpen straight knives, regrind fingerjoint
cutters and generate new and resharpen standard profile
knives.

In 1995, Mike England Timber turned to leading solid wood
machine manufacturer and technology supplier Weinig and
bought a second-hand four sided planer Unimat 17A. So
good was this machine for the job they needed, with Weinig
support and service they kept it for 10 years. But technology
moves on, such as the introduction of HSK, so with support
and advice from Weinig, Mike England Timber upgraded to
a Powermat 500 moulder; and the following year purchased
another Powermat 500. This was closely followed by the
OptiCut S50 Cross-Cut-Saw.

The Weinig Group

Founded in 1905, the Weinig Group has established its
position as one of the most reliable world leaders in the panel
and solid wood processing industry. It offers the worldwide
market high-quality Weinig machinery and systems for
business operation, from a single craftsman to multinational
production.

Moulders started out life as push-feed machines, needing
huge power and huge driven rollers at the front of the
machine. The Weinig Group turned this on its head and
commercially developed the “through-feed moulder” by
replacing the large rollers with a series of smaller driven ones
through the length of the machine, and brought it to market.
More industry-changing events followed, including advanced
finger-jointing technology, high-speed moulding – Weinig
were inventors of Hydro-tooling and Powerlock tools and
systems, with all machinery now packed with detailed
specifications irrespective of whether the machine is entrylevel to or high-end.
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Mike England Timber currently operates two Powermat 500
moulding machines, complemented by Rondamat 960 Profile
Grinder and the Powercom computer system. This set up
enables them to produce standard and bespoke mouldings
efficiently and productively. In addition, Mike England Timber
has an Opticut S50 Cross-Cut Saw which enables them to
offer a cut-to-length service more efficiently and accurately
than can be done using a more traditional method or on a
building site.

The company’s continual investment in the latest technology
and machinery, along with its successful partnership with
Weinig UK, has put Mike England Timber in a league of its
own.

Specialist Timber Treatments

Conversion Tables

Pressure impregnated Tanalith® waterborne wood preservative is ideal for all timber applications with a medium to high risk
of decay. A pale green colouration which gradually mellows over time which can provide a desired service life up to 60yrs.

Tanatone® is a special colour treatment with all the performance benefits against decay and insect attack of Tanalith®
treated timber, but with a rich brown colour added. Ideal for rough sawn fencing and landscaping timbers.
Impregnated Vascol® Aqua is a waterborne wood preservative, particularly suitable for treatment of above dpc level
construction timber and components where the risk of decay is low to medium. Vascol® Aqua treated timber is unchanged
in appearance although a colourant may be added to identify the treatment process.

For general carpentry and joinery uses, timber is kiln dried to a moisture content of between 14% - 20%. However other
applications such as coated cladding and furniture may require a further drying process to reduce the moisture content.

● Tanalith

● Kiln Drying

● Tanatone

● Priming

● Vacsol
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